Abstract Now-a-days advances in mobile device technology aim to build complex computational systems providing a maximum level of flexibility, decentralization, simplest form of interactivity, and ease of use. Recently, the launch of the agent-oriented platform JaCaMo and its Android client based platform JaCa-Android have provided an appropriate level of abstraction to build smart mobile client server systems providing these attributes. By using these platforms, we have developed a multi-agent based Smart Mobile Virtual Community Management System (SMVCMS) that makes it possible to provide a decentralized and open management of virtual communities. This paper addresses the design and architecture of our multi-agent server and client application. It elaborates different features of our system; such as how a participant in virtual communities is supported by a Jason agent that encapsulates the logic and the control of the participation in a virtual community (such as publishing posts, notifying members, making recommendations for the user, etc.). It also discusses how the set of CArtAgO artifacts provides the basic functionalities and operations giving access to the functionalities for knowledge exchange in virtual communities, and personal agents onAndroid exploit these artifacts to execute their tasks while achieving their individual and collective goals. We have employed SMVCMS in the context of Smart Cities and found that the system fulfills the desired goals, such as decentralization of community management, personalized automatic management and discovery of communities, autonomy of agents and flexibility so that any agent can create its own community with the maximum level of ease.
Introduction
An online Community, also known as a Virtual Community (VC), is a gathering of people, in an online space where they join together/meet, communicate, and exchange information between them. Over time, groups of people with similar interests use VCs as a synergetic way to exchange knowledge and keep in touch with their loved ones and the world around them. VCs were originally designed to be agnostic of spatio-temporal constraints. Instead, they are nowadays spreading under adhoc spatio-temporal constraints in the physical environment. VCs have expanded from the paradigm to offer online spaces for users to communicate in providing a digital medium for people in the same area, at the same time. Mobile and ambient computing have lead the incarnation of VCs to shift from digital environments to the real world. This is the reason why there is a strong need for decentralized and open ways for managing these VCs in such settings. For example, a community within a hospital can serve different types of information exchanges by the patients, doctors, administration, nurses, ambulance staff, etc. Or a community server can be located at some visiting place like 'Eiffel Tower', for managing the visitors, giving the history of the place, controlling exhibitions, reporting improvements, etc.
To achieve such requirements, we have turned to the multi-agent technology JaCaMo 1 Platform that has had great success in various application domains, where different autonomous decision-making entities (agents) have to communicate, exchange knowledge and cooperate in order to achieve individual and/or collective objectives [1, 2] . Using a Multi-Agent Oriented Approach (MAOP) for supporting the VC, mobile agents act as a personal assistant on behalf of each member of a community. The agent perceives knowledge from the communities of individual interests and acts upon the communities to meet their design goals. Thus, agents bring together the appropriate people having common goals or interests to share their knowledge with each other with maximum ease. In addition to multi-agent platforms, mobile devices add features by building complex computational systems providing a maximum level of flexibility, the simplest form of interactivity, and ease of use for end users. One such mobile technology is Android, created by a group of companies known as the Open Handset Alliance, led by Google. Android 2 , as an open-source software stack for smart phones, aims at the creation of a successful real-world product that improves the mobile experiences for the end users. Recently, the launch of the agent-oriented platform called JaCa-Android [3] provides an appropriate level of abstraction to build multi-agent based smart mobile systems and applications on top of the Android platform.
We have designed and implemented a multi-agent based Virtual Community Management System (VCMS) based on the JaCaMo Platform. We have reported the top level architecture and demonstration of our system VCMS in [4] . This paper extends VCMS with Smart and Mobile features and introduces it as Smart Mobile Virtual Community Management System (SMVCMS). In addition, this paper presents its server architecture, major functionalities such as a recommendation component and also its client Android based application called SmartClient. In SMVCMS, virtual communities are created by means of a set of Jason [5] agents encapsulating the user profile and the logic and control of the specific operations involved in the community pack: community management (e.g. joining/leaving, creating/deleting a community), information sharing (e.g. publishing posts, notifying members, etc.). The agents accomplish these actions by using a set of functionalities that are made accessible by the communities they belong to. A community consists of a domain of interest, an owner, a message buffer, and an initially unspecified number of member agents, which have certain interests in the community. Agents can use them to achieve their individual and collective goals. These tools are implemented by means of artifacts developed in the CArtAgO framework [6] . Agents look up the artifacts in the different workspaces affected to each community and use the operations offered by each of the artifacts to carry out their desired tasks. Later in this paper, we are going to address details of our system; what the artifacts are, which agents exploit them and especially the design of our mobile SmartClient end-user application.
As a client-server architecture, the SMVCMS server holds the communities and the clients access them from their smart Android devices with the SmartClient end-user application installed on them. Since users of SMVCMS vary in their interests and goals, it is necessary to generate recommendations on the basis of user profiles. Recommendations by SMVCMS can serve as a key technology for connecting people and sharing information in the virtual world. It proposes new communities for knowledge management and connects people who have common interests with other people once their profile is in the community. The SMVCMS updates people or the community with information on the virtual space that is corresponds to their interests. Later in this paper, we provide details about how SMVCMS generates recommendations for its community users.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 provides a discussion of a scenario description of a smart city. Section 4 presents our Smart Mobile Virtual Community Management System. It describes SMVCMS artifacts and agents that perform operations on the Server and Client side. Section 5 elaborates different functionalities of our client Android system called SmartClient and also presents the interface design of this application. Section 6 elaborates the use of our system in the context of smart cities. Section 7 explains different types of recommendations in our system. Section 8 presents experimental details and evaluation of the system. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper and shows our future directions.
Related work
An adaptive room governance application has been developed by A. Sorici et al. in the context of smart co-working [7] . The main contribution of their system was MAS organizations based on the Moise framework (within a JaCaMo platform) to establish a precise and efficient level of management for the room allocation.
A bottom-up agent-based approach for knowledge management using virtual communities is presented by P. Maret and J. Calmet [8] . They developed a prototype called Virtual Knowledge Communities based on the Jade system, which is a Java based software development framework that conforms to FIPA standards for intelligent agents.
An agent based SymposiumPlanner is developed by Z. Zhao et al. to enable topic-oriented collaborations between distributed members of a virtual community [9] . Their SymposiumPlanner uses Rule Responder that is a multiagent system for collaborative team and community support on the Web. A semi-autonomous rule-based personal agent assists each of the community members. Their agent infrastructure is based on the Semantic Web rules which help to capture and make cooperate different aspects of the member's derivation and reaction logic. SymposiumPlanner supports the RuleML Symposia by coordinating personal agents that assist the symposium chairs, intelligently answering questions from people interested in the symposium.
A concrete agent-based architecture to proactively supply knowledge to the knowledge-intensive work flow is developed by C. Toledo et al. They used the JaCaMo platform by integrating the Business Process Management and Knowledge Management infrastructures together [10] .
Smart city: A scenario description
Smart Mobile Virtual Community Management system (SMVCMS) can be used to build a Smart Place by employing its applied intelligence in a City, Hospital, University, Conference, Festival, Building, etc. For example, consider a Smart City which is equipped with community servers (SMVCMS) situated at different locations or in different buildings of the city. The purpose of community servers is to manage different communities and to provide services to its inhabitants. Communities are created on-the-fly by inhabitants of the city or by any city service. A community server is associated to a physical area defined by geographical coordinates (for instance a perimeter around the server). These servers can be situated at various places in the city. For instance, the following are some examples with different scenario descriptions where SMVCMS can make life easier for people using virtual communities.
• It can be situated in a Theater for the management of the community of people interested in watching plays or interested in the history of the theater and certain drama or topics behind the theater, in order to let them be informed about the next shows of interest to them, and a collection of their opinions about the present and upcoming theater shows.
• In a Fashion Show for the management of the community of people who participated in and watched the fashion show, or who are interested in the sale and purchase of the displayed fabrics, or for the collection of votes and choosing the best models from the participants in the show.
• It can also be situated at any place in the city for the management of the community of citizens publishing information related to the improvement of friendship in that place, or for notifying information and observations to the city services to report them things to improve and repair, etc.
Wherever it is used, it facilitates groups of people for information exchange and reuse. The community servers manage communities by offering different functionalities to its users. These functionalities are available only to users situated in a given neighborhood of the server (i.e., a certain distance or community area). A user situated in the right area can interact with the community server via his/her community assistant (or personal agent) that is installed on his/her smart device One can exploit services such as: create a community, join a community, publish information in the community, get information from the community, etc. These actions and community services are not feasible when the user leaves the area. Since the user may not stay in the VC for a long time, or since he/she may not be ready to interact with his/her device at that time, users delegate to the smart device the management of these different actions according to the topics that he/she is interested in. He/she expresses in advance the information he/she is ready to share a priori with other users.
Smart mobile virtual community management system
The Smart Mobile Virtual Community Management System (SMVCMS) that we have developed, implements a generic approach for creating a "mass" of places of local exchanges and local knowledge bases in the context of smart places.
The following subsections elaborate the key technology used behind its implementation, SMVCMS Artifacts and Agents, and different services to build and manage VCs.
Key technology used: JaCaMo platform
To realize the goals of Virtual Community Management System (SMVCMS), we have used the JaCaMo platform for building the server application that serves as a central knowledge base for the communities and end users. A Client application called SmartClient is developed by using the JaCa-Android infrastructure so that end-users can access different VC management server services using their smart devices. JaCaMo combines three separate open source technologies, i.e., Jason, CArtAgO and Moise for programming MAS. Each of these programming technologies has been used for building multi-agent applications for a number of years. Jason has been used for programming autonomous agents. It implements the operational semantics of a variant of AgentSpeak and provides many usercustomizable features for the development of Multi-Agent Systems [5] . CArtAgO (Common ARTifact infrastructure for AGents Open environments) has been used for programming environment artifacts [6] . By using this infrastructure, agents dynamically create and use artifacts as a fundamental building block for achieving their activities. Lastly, Moise provides an infrastructure for programming multiagent organizations [11] . With the combination of these technologies, JaCaMo covers all levels of abstractions that are required for the development of a sophisticated multiagent system, such as, Virtual Community Management System. In addition, the approach offers many advantages, such as decentralization of the community management, personalized automatic management and discovery of communities, and flexibility so that any agent can create its own community. We have investigated this approach with the idea of providing a Smart Mobile Virtual Community Management System for smart cities.
Architecture of SMVCMS
SMVCMS is based on a multi-agent architecture that enables community assistants (participants) to meet, share and gain quick and efficient access to the information of their interest. In SMVCMS, virtual communities are created by means of a set of Jason agents encapsulating the user profile and the logic and control of the specific operations involved in the community pack: community management (e.g. joining/leaving, creating/deleting a community), information sharing (e.g. publishing posts), Update Members (notifications to members, etc.). Agents accomplish these actions by using a set of functionalities that are made accessible by the communities they belong to. Agents can exploit them to achieve their individual and collective goals. These tools are implemented by means of artifacts developed in the CArtAgO framework. Agents look up the artifacts in different workspaces assigned to each community and use the operations offered by each of the artifacts to achieve their desired tasks. The structure and functioning of each community are declaratively specified in an organization specification where owner, member or participant roles are defined. A community consists of a domain of interest, an owner, a message buffer, and an initially unspecified number of member agents, which have certain interests common to the community. By deciding to play one of the roles, according to the norms stated in the organization, an agent may create a community (by an owner role) or participate in it (by a member role). The layered architecture of SMVCMS is shown in Fig. 1. 
SMVCMS artifacts
The agent environment, programmed as the CArtAgO artifacts, provides the set of basic API for agent platforms to work within an artifact-based environment. It builds VCs as Artifacts, that are treated as first-class entities representing resources and tools the agents of which can dynamically instantiate, share and use for their desired objectives. In addition, due to its built-in capacity, it allows the synchronization and interconnection of different VCs on the client and server side. The development and execution of the artifact-based environment is structured in open workspaces (possibly distributed across the network). Agents of different workspaces can belong to the same virtual communities. The following sub-sections elaborate each of the artifacts used in the development of SMVCMS.
• Community Artifact. The 'Community' as an 'Artifact' is the functional-oriented and stateful entity composed of controllable and observable properties. We designed a base class "Community" as a subclass of "Artifact" so that it would allow its members to be a shared resource for information exchange. Since communities can overlap and share similar contents, topics over communities can be the same for several communities. Therefore, the Topic Knowledge base is shared among the members so that they use existing topics to associate their messages. In this way, all messages are managed by Topics which facilitate searching mechanisms. Since topics identify messages over communities, they can be created by members of the community as per their needs. In addition, topics are also used as search keys to look up messages or contents of the communities. Therefore in SMVCMS, the Topic KB is also created as an Artifact which is shared among users. Different members of communities share the Topic KB and associate their community to some specific Topics that exist in the Topic KnowledgeBase. If a certain Topic is not present in the KB, the member (having rights) can create it in the Topic KB and then associate it to the desired community. Since a topic of the community serves the whole application (i.e., is used for the recommendation, search, message organization, etc.), we restrict a valid keyword having a real meaning to be a topic over the community. Therefore, we impose WordNet [12] verification to avoid free texting over communities. Each time a user wants to create a new topic, the system fetches all the definitions and synonyms of the user's input keyword and presents them to the user for the selection. In this way, an enduser selects one of the senses of the keyword and then the system stores it in the TopicKB and associates it to the appropriate community.
• AgentProfile Artifact. In SMVCMS, there is a need to create and maintain profiles of users that encapsulate all the required information. Therefore, we designed a class of 'AgentProfile' that represents the profile of a user. This can be carried out in two ways; simply as a Java Object or as an Artifact. We designed AgentProfile as an Artifact so that it enables the feature to be observed and followed by community members of SMVCMS. It is very helpful knowing the status updates of users of interest, their current locations, and activities. Being an artifact, it allows other agents to observe and communicate with other agents over the entire workspace. Therefore, the profile information of each user or member of a community is stored in the class AgentProfile. It encapsulates name, origin and reputation (or history) of a user as its data members. In addition, each user has a list of interests, recommendations, notifications, registered communities and owned communities. On the basis of interests, mobile assistant proposes some recommendations that are stored in the list of recommendations. When the user is registered in some communities, the list of Registered Communities captures that information. In addition, the list of notifications is updated for the user by the SmartClient application when any message posts are newly added to the community. When the user creates a new community, the list of Owned Community stores that particular information. So there are many methods (such as AddProfile, AddInterest, AddCommunity, etc.) in the AgentProfile artifact to update and store all types of information regarding that particular user.
SMVCMS agents
In JaCa-MAS architecture, the Jason agent creates, instantiates, and uses artifacts in the workspace as a fundamental building block. Therefore, we need a Jason agent that acts on the user's behalf to manipulate artifacts and manage all the client functionalities. For this reason, we need two types of agents (i.e., Server Agent and Client Agent). The server application SMVCMS that hosts communities has the 'ServerAgent' that remains active all the time. Its main purpose is to listen for requests from the client side and act accordingly. The other client side 'ClientAgent' serves user demands as its assistant. At first, ClientAgent acts on behalf of the human end-user, perceives knowledge for individual interests and acts upon them to meet one's desired goals.
The information about an end-user (such as name, interest, origin, current location, etc.) is captured in SMVCMS as an Artifact 'AgentProfile' as explained above.
Another aspect of SMVCMS is how client and server agents communicate and use artifacts for their objectives. It should be kept in mind that AgentProfile artifact stores the personal information about a community user. It is the Jason Agent (that acts on behalf of the community user) which is manipulating artifacts, invoking their methods and achieving all the desired tasks. All the personal information of this Jason Agent is stored in the AgentProfile artifact. The client Android application, SmartClient, has the 'ClientAgent' that listens to a user and transmits request to the server agent and performs functionalities on the demand. Since the data on the communities may be too large and search lookup may take time, there are two possible ways to deal with the scalability issue. First, when there is a need to perform heavy operations (e.g., search), ServerAgent creates dynamically its HelperAgent as a Jason Agent. Then, it delivers the search or recommendation look-up tasks to the HelperAgent that performs the required tasks and returns the results to the ServerAgent. In this case, the community server has two Jason agents, i.e., ServerAgent and HelperAgent. HelperAgent is the assistant and is invoked by the ServerAgent when needed. ServerAgent is active all the time and listens to the client agents. But, when the number of active concurrent users is large, then the server application has too much load. Instead of this technique, it is better to get artifacts/communities on the client device, and client agents perform their desired operations. Therefore, we implemented both the techniques to tackle the scalability issues and let community management adjust this feature according to their needs.
To facilitate the interface with the Android end-user application, ClientAgent looks up the internal artifacts (connect-art, personal-art, people-art, and community-art; explained later) to communicate with the end-user GUI (see Fig. 2 ). ClientAgent exploits the operations of these local artifacts to achieve desired tasks such as the invocation method for a user, request transmission to the server, result reception and finally update of the Android interfaces. In this way, ClientAgent helps users in accessing, exchanging and managing information on the SMVCMS.
The Jason ClientAgent starts with the init goal. It looks for the local client workspace and binds it with the Local Workspace ID and stores it as a belief (i.e., the informational state of an agent). ClientAgent needs to specify this local workspace id whenever it looks for local artifacts or performs updates on the client GUI. Then, it calls the goal 'join remote workspace' (join rt-ws) with server IP and Port address and binds it to the Server Workspace ID. It saves this remote workspace id as a belief and uses this id whenever it performs the operation on the remote artifact or finds an artifact in the remote workspace. When the join is successful, it looks for the local artifact 'connect-art' and calls the function of the Android interface to show the results of the successful connection. Figure 2 shows how ClientAgent can create, join and work in multiple workspaces at one time. The operations createWorkspace, joinWorkspace and quitWorkspace facilitate these tasks. The actions for creation and join are provided by the NodeArtifact and quitWorkspace is provided by the Workspace-Artifact. The ClientAgent joins a local workspace by which it looks for local artifacts for the communication to the human user by GUIArtifacts. It also joins the remote server workspace for looking different services provided by the SMVCMS. However, there is always a current workspace, to which all actions are routed without artifact id or workspace id specified. Current workspace info is automatically tracked by the current wsp belief. It is also possible to set the current workspace by the internal action set current wsp by providing its workspace id.
We do not discuss the implementation details of these features and stay at an abstract design level.
Community tools for SMVCMS
The Smart Mobile Virtual Community Management System allows participants to build different kinds of communities by dynamically instrumenting their communities with different tools to manage the information shared between participants according to their requirements and needs. All the information exchanged by agents participating in a community is stored in these tools. Currently, SMVCMS provides four basic classes of community tools as explained in the following subsections.
Mailbox
This type of VC tool allows any member of the community to send and receive messages to/from other members of the community. Once an agent gets its membership to a VC, it will receive all the messages and updates posted on the community automatically. For instance, when a latecomer joins the VC, all subscriber agents receive a message about its subscription to the VC, so that they know and can initiate further communication. An illustration of this class of VC is the 'Catwalk' on a Fashion Show, in which an organizer wants to communicate with models participating in a catwalk show, and the models themselves want to communicate with each other. An ad-hoc community is therefore shaped under a publish/subscribe paradigm for information exchanges.
Participatory forum
This type of VC tool allows registered members to participate in the community by different services, such as reading and writing posts on the VC. By getting registrations for the community, members will receive all the posts and updates automatically. There are many options that can be manipulated with this type of VC, i.e., Classic, Duration, Moderation, Bound, etc. For example, the Bounded BlackBoard Community tool allows the creator of the VC to set the limit of the blackboard, which determines the content of the board. It lists messages on the board in an ante-chronological order. When reaching the specified limit, the buffer of the message board acts in a First-In First-Out (FIFO) manner and deletes the last board message to place the new message on the top of buffer. An example of such a community could be 'Contest Board' on a Fashion Show, where management displays the names of the models presenting the fabrics and status of designers with votes or likings by the viewers participating in the show. The board has limited capacity; only newly important messages are placed and old messages are deleted in order to make information look-up more easy.
Information dispatcher
In this type of VC tool, only the VC owner can disseminate information. Members of the VC automatically receive messages posted on that tool. An example of such a community could be 'Catwalk Schedule' on a Fashion Show, where only organizers can post messages about the schedule, names of selected participants, updates about displayed fabrics and brands, etc., for the registered or regular members. These members can only read the post, but they cannot post any information over the VC.
Personal-box
In this type of VC tool, only registered members can disseminate and share information over the community. Other community assistants that are non-members of the community can consult this type of tool, but they are not allowed to post messages without having membership. Only the owner of the community has the right to give membership to other community assistants to get involved in the community. An example of such a community could be 'Model of the Month' in a Fashion Show community, where only registered viewers can cast a vote or selected judges can post their opinions for choosing the best model from participants.
Android client application: SmartClient
The following subsections discuss the architecture and modeling of our Android client application called SmartClient.
SmartClient -Android client in a nut-shell
We have designed an Android application, SmartClient, which needs to be installed on the smart phone of a user. Using this Android SmartClient application, one can access and manipulate communities on the SMVCMS servers. One can create a community on-the-fly with different modes of exchanges and exploit other services. On the client side, the Jason agent ClientAgent acts on behalf of a human user. A human user performs tasks on GUIArtifacts that are encapsulated in the Jaca-Activity. The services are provided by the ServerAgent on the server machine. The ClientAgent communicates with the ServerAgent to invoke different services to fulfil desired tasks. Figure 3 shows the whole mechanism.
Local artifacts in a SmartClient android application
The connectivity between the Jason 'ClientAgent' and the human end-user requires creating a GUI as a subclass of GUIArtifacts. A GUI artifact is an artifact that encapsulates IO functions that achieve interactions between human users and agents. A GUI artifact is defined by extending GUIArtifacts, wrapping the definition and creation of the structure of the GUI. It contains components which use the Swing API, and then link/map Swing events into the artifact's internal operations by using link to primitives. According to the requirements of our project, we partition the whole functionality into four modules. These four modules are handled as GUIArtifacts, so that an enduser can invoke different services in SMVCMS. They deal with the connectivity of client-server, personal information management, people and friend management, and community management, etc. These modules are implemented as Indents in the Android application. Since operations on these GUI artifacts are managed by Jason ClientAgent in the Android application, we create internal/local artifacts which represent GUIArtifacts so that the Jason agent manipulates different services by exploiting these local artifacts. These internal artifacts (connect-art, personal-art, peopleart and community-art) are used to invoke operations of GUIArtifacts (Connection, Personal, People and Communities). These local artifacts are elaborated in sub-sections below.
Connect-art
This artifact is created for managing the connectivity between the SMVCMS server and SmartClient. It interlinks an end-user with the Jason ClientAgent at the client side. This artifact extends the GUIArtifacts and is designed to invoke methods like connect and disconnect with the SMVCMS server. All the methods that update this GUI are implemented in ConnectionActivity. The ConnectionActivity calls the 'onCreate' method, in which it sets the xml form ConnectionLayout.xml as a layout for this 'connection' intent, and creates the 'connect-art' local artifact of the class 'ConnectionArtifact' to communicate with the ClientAgent.
Personal-art
This artifact is created for managing the personal information and activities of the end-user. Personal information includes the end-user profile, subscriptions and created communities. Therefore, this artifact deals with the services, such as creating profile, adding interest, registered and owned communities lookup, get subscription (join and leave) of communities, etc. This artifact also manages to pop up recommendations and notifications for the end-user. For this intent, we have implemented PersonalArtifact that extends the GUIArtifacts. All the methods that update this GUI are implemented in the PersonalActivity. ThePersonalActivity calls the 'onCreate' method, in which it sets the xml form PersonalLayout.xml as a layout for this 'personal' intent, and creates the 'personal-art' local artifact of class 'PersonalArtifact'.
People-art
This artifact is created for managing the people or friends for an end-user. People management includes the friend list look-up, it displays friendship requests, and searches and/or follows people. By using this, one can make a friend, send friendship requests, follow a person in the community, etc. In addition, one can search for members by name, interest or location criteria. To this intent, we implemented PeopleArtifact that extends the GUIArtifacts. All the methods that update this GUI are implemented in PeopleActivity. The PeopleActivity calls the 'onCreate' method, in which it sets the xml form PeopleLayout.xml as a layout for this 'people' intent, and creates the 'people-art' local artifact of the class 'PeopleArtifact' to communicate with ClientAgent.
Community-art
This artifact is created for managing the communities for an end-user. Community management includes the creation and search of communities, and accessing and posting information over the communities. This artifact deals with services such as creating a community, adding a topic to a community, accessing messageboards for looking up information, posting messages in communities, etc. In addition, one can search existing communities by the name, topic or synonym criteria. To this intent, we implemented CommunityArtifact that extends the GUIArtifacts. All the methods that update this GUI are implemented in CommunityActivity. The CommunityActivity calls the 'onCreate' method, in which it sets the xml form CommunityLayout.xml as a layout for this 'communities' intent, and creates the 'community-art' local artifact of the class 'CommunityArtifact' to communicate with ClientAgent.
Finally, the main activity (called MainActivity) that extends the Jaca-Activity encapsulates all these JacaActivities (ConnectionActivity, PersonalActivity, PeopleActivity and CommunityActivity) and represents them as intents (or tabs) in the Android client application. Figure 4 displays Personal and Communities intent in front. Services by these interfaces are manipulated by the Jason Agent 'ClientAgent' that receives signals by the interfaces on the user interaction. Then, 'ClientAgent' can look up these local artifacts and listen to the demands of a user by the services that these intents provide. When a button (e.g., show existing communities), also called View in Android, is invoked by a user, then the associated operation in GUIArtifacts signals the ClientAgent that transmits the request to the ServerAgent on the SMVCMS server. ServerAgent carries out the desired functionality and returns its response (i.e., list of existing communities) to the ClientAgent. ClientAgent finally performs a look up of the local community-art artifact, by which it updates the user interface with the fetched results. In this way, multi-agent architecture of SMVCMS, enables community assistants (participants) to meet, share and gain quick and efficient access to the information of their interest using SmartClient.
Use case of SMVCMS for smart cities
We have employed SMVCMS in the context of Smart Cities to test whether our system fulfills the desired goals. SMVCMS allows inhabitants of a city different functionalities for building and manipulating virtual communities. A SMVCMS provides the management of the community content within the topics or the subject of the community. Such management of community content allows flexibility in posting, searching and disseminating information within the community. With options such as'Add Topic' and'Show Topic', participants can add a new topic in the existing community and see existing topics under a community. It allows participants to post messages (i.e., raw content in the form of text, pictures, etc.) over the community. The members are free to choose the topics of interest for the community and allow one to post the messages related to the topics over the community for the other participants. With options such as 'Add Message' and'Show MessageBoard', participants can add a new message in the existing community and see the existing messages over the specific topics.
SMVCMS allows participants to follow different communities of interest to them. When any member joins a community, he/she will receive all the posts automatically in their mailbox depending on the community type and its rules. When calling the functionality 'My mailbox' the community assistant updates its owner with the list of messages about the communities in which he/she is registered or in which some other persons have mailed them. Besides this, SMVCMS allows participants to manipulate different information about their interests. Once a user enters his topics of interests, his/her personal community assistant launches a match making mechanism and explores the information over communities. Then, it delivers to the user some recommendations which are deemed to be beneficial to him/her. Since we reply on the profile information, it is not necessary for a user to be a member of that community. Therefore only the information about his/her interests in his/her profile is sufficient to receive recommendations. With the option 'My Recommendations', the community assistant updates its owner with the list of recommendations about the things of interest to him/her.
It is possible for the participants to search for existing communities with different criteria. One can search the community by name or topic. SMVCMS extracts and displays the information about a community, if it exists, by that name or topic. Another option for community lookup is the semantic search for the community with the help of the WordNet. In this case, it generates the SynSet of the keyword entered by the user as an input and matches with the existing names of communities and/or existing topics within the communities, and then the user is prompted with the matched results, if there are any. Besides these features, we consider semantic recommendation as a vital mechanism for our virtual community management system, hence we have dedicated the next section to its explanation.
Semantic recommendations in SMVSMS
Recommendations are very important in SMVSMS so this section first provides an overview of research literature on generating recommendations and then elaborates how an SMVSMS server provides recommendations to its clients.
Recommender literature review
In the research literature, there are several methods, such as content based recommendations, collaborative filtering, and semantic based methods for generating recommendations. Several people use these methodologies in various contexts for computing recommendations. For example, the news recommender system [13] recommends news items based on the user interest in a business intelligence process. The YourNews, NewsDude and PRES systems are examples that use content based recommendation methodology. For the content based recommendations, methods such as Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and the Cosine Similarity measure are used. In general, to produce a recommendation, the content based recommendation method considers all the terms in a document. The value of TF-IDF is calculated by multiplying the frequency of term by the inverse document frequency. This value is computed for each term in the news items that a user has read in order to obtain the user profile. Cosine similarity is obtained by the dot product between the number of news items with the user profile vectors, dividing by the product of the vector's magnitude. Apart from the content based recommendation method there is also the semantic based method. The semantic based method uses concept matching strategies by exploiting Concept Equivalence, Binary Cosine and the Jaccard method. Concept Equivalence matches the concepts between the two sets (i.e., news item and user profile). In the binary cosine method, the number of elements of the intersection set is divided by the product of the number of elements of the individual set. Similarly, the Jaccard method computes the similarity value by dividing the number of intersection set between user and item by the number of union set between them. In these semantic methods, the similarity values take into account the number of common elements between sets, rather than the frequency of words as in the content based method. One system, called Athena, is used for recommending news items by using both methods (content and semantic based) for producing news item recommendations for its users.
Z. Yu et al. proposed an ontology-based semantic recommendation system for context-aware E-Learning [14] . It is designed for users who want to find content that they want and need to study. The system acquires the user context, the content of the knowledge repository, and information about the domain the user wishes to learn about. On this basis, the system calculates the relevance and distance in order to propose the most appropriate learning program to a user. They calculate the semantic relevance by estimating the Conceptual proximity S between two elements (e1, e2) by these rules; (i) S(e1,e2)>0, (ii) S(e1,e2)= S(se2,e1), (iii) S(e1,e2)= Dep(e1)/M when e1=e2, (iv) S(e1,e2)= Dep(e)/M, where e is the ancestor when e1 and e2 have a subsumption relation, (v) S(e1,e2)= Dep( LCA(e1,e2) )/M when e1 and e2 are different and have no subsumption relation. In these formulae, Dep is the depth of a node, LCA is the Least Common Ancestor, and M is the total depth of the domain hierarchy ontology.
A. Passant proposed a music recommendation system called dbrec using DBpedia based on the Linked Data [15] . It generates recommendations for bands and solo artists by exploiting links between the linked data. Their linked data semantic distance known as LDSD is based on four factors. These are direct and indirect links considering incoming and outgoing links in the graph to compute the distance between resources. Their recommendation system first identifies the relevant subset from dbpedia, reduces it for the optimization of querying, and then computes linked distance. Finally, it provides an interface for browsing the recommendations.
Z. Chedrawy and S.S.R. Abidi proposed a web recommender system for recommending music playlists based on the user profile [16] . They developed a hybrid approach by combining collaborative filtering with an ontology-based semantic distance measurement. First, they compute an item-based collaborative filtering multi-attribute similarity by exploiting the user's rating (preferences over items). Then they compute the item-based semantic similarity by counting common descriptions between two sets by dividing them with their total description count. Lastly, the value of similarity is computed by multiplying the individual similarity by their individual weight and finally adding the weighted values. Another music recommendation system is SmartMusic developed by W. Hu et al. for the recommendation of music lists to users [17] . Their recommendation system analyses the description of singers, songs, and albums along with the user behavior and preferences.
The P. Resnik similarity measure is based on the information content of the least common subsumer (LCS) of concepts A and B [18] . Information content is a measure of the specificity of a concept, and the LCS of concepts A and B is the most specific concept that is an ancestor of both A and B. The biggest drawback of Resnik's model is that it produces the same semantic similarity between any pair of concepts with the same LCS. Based on the Resnik model, J. Jiang and D. Conrath's model [19] and D. Lin's model [20] take into account edge counting as well. The C. Leacock and M. Chodorow similarity measure is based on the path lengths between a pair of concepts [21] . It finds the shortest path between two concepts, and scales that value by the maximum path length found in the IS-A hierarchy in which they occur. A. Carbonaro and R. Ferrini proposed a combined approach based on the two above measures considering both a weighted factor of the hierarchy height and a sense offsets factor [22] . T. Simpson and T. Dao adapted a somewhat similar method and calculated semantic similarity as 1/Semantic Distance [23] . The semantic distance is the number of Archs+1; where an arch is a subclass/superclass axiom between concepts in the ontology. The value is 1 for the semantic distance to the same concept.
Y.B. Fernández et al. developed a hybrid technique for an automatic content recommendation system called AVATAR based on the Semantic Web Technologies [24] . They exploited a two-phase approach for personalized TV recommendations based on semantic inferences from the ontology. In the first phase, they use the content based strategy that explores hierarchical semantic similarity and inferential semantic similarity techniques. The second phase involves the collaborative strategy. According to their experiments, the hybrid strategy significantly reduces the deficiencies of individual techniques.
D. Camacho et al. developed a MAPWEB-ETOURISM System for the tourism domain to help customers to plan their trips [25] . They designed several specialized web agents to query travel web sources and fetch individual results. Later with the help of a planning agent, individual results are integrated to build complete travel solutions. The final results serve as recommendations for end-users to plan their trips.
Various types of semantic recommendations in SMVCMS
SMVCMS, as a recommendation system for its users, is a resource to access information and connect people with common interests. Therefore, in SMVCMS, we designed a semantic recommendation module to propose semantic recommendations for end-users in different scenarios and contexts. These contexts are elaborated as follows.
Creation of a new community
The SMVCMS system provides the flexibility and decentralized mechanism to build communities on-the-fly by the users through their smart devices. Different people of interest get together and share information on several (maybe overlapping) topics. Therefore, the content in communities may overlap with each other. At the moment of creation of a new community, our system gets the requirements of the new community and recommends to its users similar or overlapping communities that exist on the server repository. This type of recommendation is highly important to reduce redundant overlapping communities and control inconciseness of information over several communities. For example, consider a scenario where three music communities exist, called {JAZZ, POP and CLASSICAL}on SMVCSM.
A user wants to build a new community called MUSIC. The SMVCMS system gets the requirements of this new community from the user. Then, it calculates the semantic distance between the requirement and the existing communities. Based on the semantic distance, it informs the user about the existing JAZZ, POP and HIP HOP communities as more specific communities that hold content related to the requirements of the MUSIC community. In this way, the user gets awareness about the existing communities related to music and the user may avoid creating another community on this topic. On viewing the existing communities, the user may join the existing community and benefit from the information posted and the fact that people have common interests. However, SMVCMS allows users to create their own personalized communities.
In this scenario (having similar topics between communities), our system calculates the semantic distance between the new community Ca and the existing communities {Cb, Cc, ..., Cn}. Let us consider two communities Ca and Cb as shown in Fig. 5 , where Ca shows the requirements of a new community and Cb is the existing community, their semantic similarity and distance is calculated on the basis of similar topics.
Information access over communities
SMVCMS serves as a medium for the information access to its users. It recommends the user to join communities which contain contents that match with the interests of the user. The SMVCMS system computes recommendations for the user which may be useful and provides awareness of existing communities on the server repository. When the user creates his/her profile, SMVCMS automatically starts finding recommendations based on interests added in the profile of the user. These recommendations are highly important for the user because they connect him/her to the right or most useful information.
In this scenario (having a similar topic of community and the interest of an end-user), our system calculates the semantic distances between the profile of a user Pa and existing communities {Ca, Cb, ..., Cn}associated with topics of interest. Let Pa be the profile of a user and Ca be an existing community as shown in Fig. 6 . The semantic similarity and distance between them is calculated on the basis of similarity between the topics of a community and interests of a person as shown in his/her profile.
Connecting people based on interests
SMVCMS serves as a tool for connecting people sharing similar interests. It recommends possible users as friends having similar interests. For this purpose, it has to compute the semantic distances between profiles of users and pro- poses friends for the members of communities on the server. The SMVCMS system computes recommendations for a user which may be useful, providing awareness of existing people utilizing SMVCMS. When a user makes his/her profile on the server, SMVCMS automatically starts finding recommendations based on interests added in the profile of a user. These recommendations are highly important for a user as they connect him/her to the right people having common interests.
In this scenario (having similar interests between users), our system calculates the semantic distances between the profile of a user Pa and existing profiles {Pb, Pc, ..., Pn}of other users. Let Pa be the profile of a user and Pb be the existing profile as shown in Fig. 7 . The semantic similarity and distance between them is calculated on the basis of their common interests.
Search for community or people
SMVCMS provides users with an interface for searching for a community or people using keywords. The former is similar to the section information access over communities, and the latter one with connecting people based on interests. The difference lies in the execution, in the sense that the user has to enter a keyword and manually trigger the search, but in the previous case, once a user has set up his/her profile, SMVCMS automatically executes the semantic distance to recommend the user different communities that may be appealing to the user based on the interests specified in his/her profile.
Semantic distance calculations in SMVCMS
In SMVCMS, we compute the semantic distance and use it to generate recommendations for a user. Once a user has set up his/her profile, the recommendation system is activated to guide the user about the communities and people of his/her interest. Our proposal for semantic similarity and semantic distance calculation is based on the hybrid technique. For recommendations, we need to match the interests of a user with the topics of community. We restrict the user to select the topic of a community from the domain ontology at the time of community creation. We also restrict the user to add interests to his/her profile as concepts from the domain ontology. Therefore, the problem is reduced to calculating the semantic distance between the concepts of domain ontology, one belonging to community and the other as a user interest. For this purpose, we explore the explicit and implicit relations between the concepts within the domain ontology. Then we apply the semantic method (Jaccard similarity) to compute the semantic similarity between concepts. We also aim to compare the hybrid technique with the individual content based recommendation techniques.
Analysis by subsumption relations
First, we analyze hierarchical links by Subsumption relations. In this regard, the method proposed by Yu et al. and T. Simpson is helpful. But with in-depth analysis, both these methods show that they have limitations. In Z. Yu et al. [14] semantic relevance appears the same when the concepts are at different locations, but, have the same ancestor. For instance, let the depth of an ontology hierarchy be 8, and Cb and Cx are two concepts which are children of Ca located at depth 2 in an ontology. Concepts (Ca, Cb) have a path length equal to 2 by the subclass-of axiom and concepts (Ca, Cx) have a path length equal to 7. The semantic relevance between them is the same between these two cases (2/8 = 0.25) inspite-of the distance between them.
The T. Simpson method [23] , which is actually adapted from Resnik's similarity measure [18] , has a limitation that it produces the same semantic similarity between any pair of concepts with the same Least Common Subsumer. However, we employ these methods because they are simple to implement and helpful in computing the semantic proximity or hierarchal differences between concepts.
Analysis by property relations
Secondly, we analyze associations by property links between the concepts. Datatype and Object properties in an ontology represent the context and semantics of concepts. Generally, datatype properties are called the attributes of a concept in an ontology. For example, each Book concept has some attributes such as ISBN, Name, Price, etc. Object properties or relations make direct and reciprocal links between concepts within an ontology. For example, Object properties Contributes(Author, Paper) and is Reviewed By (Paper, PcMembers) make associations between the concepts and represent the real descriptions, which help to evaluate the semantic similarity between them. This is closely similar to the inferential semantic similarity methodology proposed by Y.B. Fernández et al. [24] , and is helpful in finding the semantic similarity more precisely than with only the hierarchical information by analyzing the relations between concepts in the ontology.
Analysis by implicit relations
Thirdly, we explore Implicit Relations between Concepts. It is of high importance to determine the implicit relations between concepts. Although this aspect is not explored much in the context of recommendations, but more in the area of semantic search, this idea is well elaborated for finding the associations between concepts. Therefore, we need to explore all types of implicit information between concepts through subsumption, properties, and instance relations in an ontology. Generally, concepts are linked together by object properties (denoted by arcs) and labeled with the property name. According to B. Aleman-Meza et al. [26] semantic associations between concepts are based on notions such as connectivity and semantic similarity. Two classes are semantically associated if they are semantically connected or semantically similar. Semantic connectivity means that a path between them exists by properties and intermediate concepts. Semantic similarity relates two classes that do not have a direct link, but they are related by a sequence of interconnected links, subsumption of concepts and properties, instances, etc.
When the concepts are semantically associated, then they are more semantically similar and their distance is smaller. We hope this addition in the semantic distance calculation helps to achieve more accurate results than only using hierarchical or direct links (subsumptions or properties) between concepts.
We have implemented these three methods and finally get their aggregative result for the semantic distance in our application. Based on the aggregative result, our recommendation system detects three kinds of recommendations: exact match, near-close and more specific for a user based on his/her interests provided in their profile. In general, the recommendation system for proposing communities to a user having interests works as follows. We get the synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms of the concept which represents the user's interest. Then, it locates in the topic ontology to search for a semantic mapping. If it detects any mapping, then the system has a recommendation to propose. Then, it searches the neighborhood to propose some more recommendations. In the case of no community under that topic, the system gets hyponyms of the concept (i.e., interest) and proposes more general recommendations. In the case of too many communities under that topic, the system gets hypernyms of an interest concept and proposes more specific recommendations. Concepts which are far away by hierarchical relation may be very close to each other by property relation. The more the ontology is enriched with relations between concepts, the more the hybrid approach is able to find associations (direct and indirect) between concepts which results in better recommendations.
We conclude that explicit property relations and implicit inferences play an important role in generating recommendations. Only hierarchical relation look up for generating recommendations is not enough. At the time of writing this paper, our recommendation system is not very well advanced. Therefore, we are unable to present the empirical evaluation of our semantic model. Our plan is to use the semantic mapping criteria developed by us in [27] for the detection of mappings between virtual communities so that we can enhance the precision and recall of our semantic recommendations in SMVCMS. Hopefully, we will include the work in this direction in our future research.
Experimental results
We have tested our system in a real-life scenario at Château de Versailles (a palace and gardens in Paris) in the context of a Smart City. MSVCMS servers are installed at various locations in the gardens of Versailles palace. The following sub-sections discuss various aspects of our experiment in detail. 
Functionalities demonstrated by the scenarios
• Personal assistant activates automatically when someone sets up his profile with interests.
• Personal assistant makes recommendations about communities on the basis of one's interests. It also makes suggestions about friends on the basis of one's interests.
• One can get membership of a community if one meets the criteria. Similarly, one can make friends or follow a person from community users if one meets the criteria.
• After getting membership, it is possible to see information exchanges and members of the community, share new information, start a new topic, etc. It is also possible to see existing communities, and join them on fulfilling the criteria.
• Registered members of the community get notification messages over the community. The following person gets notification messages when the follower changes his status.
• One can create a community at any time with different modes of exchanges. Similarly, one gets information exchanges and notifications of new information by one's personal assistant.
• Registered members of the community can exchange information with each other.
• One can find communities or people (users) by the different criteria.
With the use of the SMVCMS server application and SmartClient personal assistant application, we showed that Alice and Jim have a convenient way to exchange (get and send) relevant information and meet friends during their visit to the gardens of 'Chateau de Versailles'. With the demonstration of SMVCMS and SmartClient in a real environment, we conclude that the multi-agent based virtual community management system is quite helpful in building complex software systems. We believe that our development is a milestone towards building a smart place, such as a smart city, for linking people and exchanging knowledge.
Conclusion and future work
The Virtual Communities are synergetic digital spaces to build collaborations and exchange knowledge between people sharing similar interests or goals. They respond to human needs such as information sharing, friendship, and recreation. A Multi-Agent Oriented Programming approach facilitates VC Management by providing autonomous features that are required in today's mobile environments.
In this paper, we present the Smart Mobile Virtual Community Management System that is built by using the JaCaMo platform, where agents acting as personal assistants can meet and share knowledge with other agents who share a similar domain of interest. It presents the global architecture of the SMVCMS server application by providing an overview on how an autonomous Jason agent treats communities as artifacts and models environments as first class entities to achieve their goals. It presents SMVCMS artifacts, their observable and controllable properties and operations, and customizable approach to the creation of different communities with different possible functions and modes of exchanges. Finally, it presents how a SmartClient application is built on the top of an Android platform so that end-users can access and gain from SMVCMS through their smart devices. In addition, SMVCMS exploits semantics to propose recommendations for end-users. Its semantic model for the generation of recommendations employs a hybrid technique for providing recommendations on-the-fly. Initial results show that a hybrid technique gives better results than by only hierarchical analysis. It implements a customizable approach to the creation of different communities, with different possible functions and modes of exchanges. It enables VCs to be a place where agents can meet and exchange knowledge with other agents who share a similar field of interest.
We believe JaCaMo is a powerful technology for building complex multi agent systems encapsulating three different technologies. Especially, the agent environment programming as CArtAgO artifacts provides the set of basic API for agent platforms to work within the artifact-based environments. It builds VCs as artifacts, that are treated as first-class entities representing resources and tools that agents can dynamically instantiate, share and use for their desired objectives. In addition, due to its built-in capacity, it allows the interconnection of different VCs distributed across the network.
Using the MAOP JaCaMo platform, it is possible to install a decentralized and open management of those communities in a context of smart cities. The development and use of SMVCMS in the context of smart city, where inhabitants of the city access community servers installed at various points of the cities for the information exchange and connection among people, is highly useful. In addition, the approach offers many advantages, such as decentralization of the community management, personalized automatic management and discovery of communities, and flexibility so that any agent can create its own community on-the-fly.
Our ongoing research on this topic is to test and present the empirical evaluation and results of the recommendation module of our SMVCMS. Our future direction is to handle the organization of different communities and authorizations to agents with the Moise framework using the JaCaMo platform.
